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The Transcontinental Railroad
AUTHOR: April Thomas  YEAR: 2022   ART FORM: Drama 
SUBJECT: Social Studies  GRADE: 4th   DURATION: 1-2 sessions

OVERVIEW
Write and act out a newscast about the 
Transcontinental Railroad.

OBJECTIVES
I can use my voice and body to act out significant 
events in Utah’s History.

VOCABULARY
• Landforms
• Regions
• Seismic activity
• Tourism
• Communication
• Transportation

WARM UP:
RAILROAD CAPTAIN:
Assign one person to be the “Railroad Captain.” The role of the Captain is to call out the actions and dismiss 
the players who don’t do the actions quick enough or who break from character. Once the captain calls an 
action, each player has to quickly start performing the action (e.g. within 3-4 seconds). If they don’t find a 
group fast enough or perform the right action, they are out of the game.

COMMANDS:
• “Captain’s Coming”- Oh Captain My Captain- Stand 

at attention
• “Lay the Track”- Pantomime laying the track
• “Test the Cars”- Stand facing a partner making your 

bodies go up and down in opposite ways and sing 
“She’ll be comin’ round the mountain when she 
comes……”

• “Drive the Spike”- 3 in a circle and place hands 
together in the center

• “Connect the Track”- Lay down on the ground and 
hold on to a partner’s ankles. Connect 4 people 
together.

• “Lunchtime”- Stand in a circle of 5 and pantomime 
eating lunch and sing “Someone’s in the kitchen 
with Dinah……

TEACHING & TIMELINE
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WORK PERIOD:
CREATE YOUR OWN GOLDEN SPIKE NEWSCAST:
Imagine that there was television in 1869 and that you were a newscaster reporting at the Golden Spike 
Ceremony at promontory summit.

1. Decide on the most important facts that you would want to tell people about the Transcontinental Railroad 
(4 or 5)

2. Write a script for your newscast. Keep it short and simple. You may just report, or you may interview 
railroad workers or other characters.

3. Practice your newscast several times and get ready to perform.



Golden Spike News Cast

Name of News Anchor: ______________________________________________

Important facts to include in your newscast:

1.)________________________________________________________________

2.)________________________________________________________________

3.)________________________________________________________________

4.)________________________________________________________________

5.)________________________________________________________________

Other Characters in your newscast:

_______________________________  ,  _________________________________



Golden Spike Newscast Script:

Good Evening, my name is____________________________________________

Welcome to _________________________________________ news.

Today’s top story is THE GOLDEN SPIKE!!!!!!

(Fact #1)___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Fact #2)___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Fact #3)___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Fact #4)___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Fact #5)___________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

And now we turn it over to (another reporter’s name) ____________________

for an interview with (another character- example- a railroad worker)
__________________________________________________________________



(Reporter #2 asks a question) _________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Character Responds) _______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Reporter #2 asks a question) _________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Character Responds) _______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Reporter #2 asks a question) _________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Character Responds) _______________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________

(Reporter #2) Alright, well you heard it folks, straight from the source, and

Now back to you ______________________________ (Reporter #1’s name)

(Reporter #1) Alright well that about does it for our news tonight, tune in

Tomorrow to hear more about ________________________________. This has

been ______________________________________ news.  Goodnight.



Example Gold Rush Newscast Script: Example

Good Evening, my name is_Heidi Goldmeyer____________________________

Welcome to ___Western Frontier________________________________news.

Today’s top story is THE GOLDEN SPIKE!!!!!! (Fact #1) __Today at
Promontory Point in the great state of Utah, the Transcontinental railroad has
been completed! ____________________________________________________

(Fact #2)___Yes siree! Today the Union Pacific and the Central Pacific
Railroad companies have completed a rail track across the western United
States!_____________________________________________________________

(Fact #3)____The two heads of the railroad companies drove in the golden
spike, and they missed! Much to the amusement of the railroad workers_____

(Fact #4)__Now people can travel far and wide in just DAYS instead of
MONTHS!_________________________________________________________

(Fact #5)____The final GOLDEN spike will be driven in today folks to
complete the railroad, but will then be replaced by a real spike of
course.____________________________________________________________

And now we turn it over to (another reporter’s name) _Ronnie Rails______

for an interview with (another character- example- a miner) _______________

____Terence Tracks_________________________________________________

(Reporter #2 asks a question- Ronnie) __So Terence, is it true that the
Transcontinental Railroad is FINALLY complete?_______________________



(Character Responds- Terence) ___It sure is Ronnie! I can’t wait to travel all
the way to Brooklynn to pick up the rest of my family!____________________

(Reporter #2 asks a question- Ronnie) __And where do you think you will
live?______________________________________________________________

(Character Responds- Terence) ___Well I sure do like it out west here, the
mountains and the wide open spaces, maybe Montanna or Colorado, or
maybe right here in Utah!____________________________________________

(Reporter #2 asks a question- Ronnie) __I agree! It sure if=s beautiful out
here! I might have to move here myself!_________________________

(Character Responds) _Why sure! The more the merrier!_________________

(Reporter #2) Alright, well you heard it folks, straight from the source, and

Now back to you __Heidi_________________________ (Reporter #1’s name)

(Reporter #1) Alright well that about does it for our news tonight, tune in

Tomorrow to hear more about the buffalo disappearing on the plains. This has

been ____Western Frontier___________ news.  Goodnight.



Dynamite

Explosion: lose 3

workers

Earthquake!

Lose half of your

workers

Building on the

Plain- Add 5

workers

Boulder in your

path- Add 3

workers

Build a bridge over

a river- Add 2

workers

Blast a tunnel

though the

mountain- Add 1

worker

Shipment of food

arrives- Add 4

workers

Inherit money from

a rich Aunt- Double

your workers

Yellow Fever

outbreak- lose 2

workers



Dynamite

Explosion: lose 3

workers

Landslide!

Lose 1 of your

workers

Building on the

Plain- Add 5

workers

Building in a

swamp- Add 3

workers

Build a bridge over

a canyon- Add 2

workers

Frozen Ground-

Add 1 worker

Shipment of food

arrives- Add 4

workers

Thunderstorm- Add

1 worker

Yellow Fever

outbreak- lose 2

workers






